The Basic Three

Narrow Stile
Super Strength Series N Door

When you want an inviting entrance with a light open look, specify REBCO’s Narrow Stile Door. Its attractive slim appearance is backed by REBCO’s special triple-reinforced welded construction and will give you consistent trouble-free operation in heavy or light traffic areas under all weather conditions.

The Series N door corners are constructed with a heavy duty reinforcing anchor block which is interlocked, bolted and then welded with a 100% deep penetration weld.

REBCO’s Narrow Stile Door is well-suited to meet the demands of many custom hardware installations, or if you prefer, you may also consider the addition of custom colors to create a truly unique entrance.

3½” Medium Stile
Super Strength Series M Door

REBCO’s Medium Stile Door, Series M, is the right answer when extra strength is needed to handle the heavy traffic generated by supermarkets, schools, and other high population installations.

The Series M door features a 6-13/16” bottom rail. As with all REBCO doors, the Series M door corners are constructed with a heavy duty reinforcing anchor block which is interlocked, bolted and then welded with a 100% deep penetration weld. The sturdy construction and wall thickness make this door an ideal choice for center hung hardware operation.

Thick door pile is used on all pairs of REBCO doors as required for an effective thermal barrier. This is one of the many features that make the REBCO door superior for operation under all weather conditions.

5” Wide Stile
Super Strength Series W Door

REBCO’s Wide Stile Series W Door has the design and construction capabilities to handle the most severe traffic conditions that can be imposed on any entrance door. This entrance complements strong, monumental style buildings. If a lighter appearance is desired in a door, but traffic patterns call for this wide, sturdy door, it is possible to create the illusion of lightness through appropriate color application. Call us for recommendations. We are always happy to assist you with appropriate selections for your specific project.

The corners in the Series W door have the same outstanding construction features as REBCO’s narrow and medium stile doors. In addition, REBCO doors offer an adjustable nosing that can be moved in or expanded out to permit ease of installation.
When it comes to special projects, our 100,000 square foot factory is furnished with the necessary equipment to efficiently fabricate to your exacting specifications. REBCO is a terrific resource available to you with a simple phone call. We can help you with the design of your project and we can even provide you with shop drawings. When you want distinctive entrances, REBCO’s custom color, sizes and detailing can help make your projects notable and profitable.

At REBCO, custom finishes are our specialty. Our standard finishes are Dark Bronze, Clear, and Black Anodized as well as a White Painted coating. Custom anodizing including Light Bronze, Medium Bronze, and Champagne are available on request. Custom paint finishes are also available.

When it comes to special projects, our 100,000 square foot factory is furnished with the necessary equipment to efficiently fabricate to your exacting specifications. REBCO is a terrific resource available to you with a simple phone call. We can help you with the design of your project and we can even provide you with shop drawings. When you want distinctive entrances, REBCO’s custom color, sizes and detailing can help make your projects notable and profitable.

At REBCO, custom finishes are our specialty. Our standard finishes are Dark Bronze, Clear, and Black Anodized as well as a White Painted coating. Custom anodizing including Light Bronze, Medium Bronze, and Champagne are available on request. Custom paint finishes are also available.

When you want distinctive entrances, REBCO’s custom color, sizes and detailing can help make your projects notable and profitable.

We manufacture entrances in standard finishes (dark bronze anodized, clear anodized, black anodized and white baked enamel) and an unlimited variety of custom colors! Racy Reds . . . Vivid Yellows . . . Brilliant Blues . . . at REBCO, custom colors are our specialty.

And when it comes to custom detailing, REBCO’s skilled craftsmen are eager to meet your latest challenges. We’ll fabricate entrances with special muntins and rails to enhance the building’s appearance and tailor the door to specific applications. Likewise, special push-pull hardware can be installed to handle the specific physical or traffic requirements of your entrances. We’ll even create subtle or outrageous two-tone effects with special finishes on the glazing beads. All of our doors are fabricated from the three basic styles making it easy for you to customize your own door! We’ll be happy to speak with you about your requirements.
Here are some of your design options.
Let REBCO help you harness your imagination.
Call REBCO today for more information and a free copy of our detailed product catalog.

For the perfect entrance . . .
REBCO’s in Front!!!

*The gold bead shown on the doors pictured is only available for 1/4” thick glass preparation.
Pacer 450 entrances glide smoothly on heavy duty rollers!

Rebco’s manual Straight Sliding Door Systems and End Folding Door/Window Systems utilize the thin sightlines appreciated by store owners and customers alike. Not only is merchandise clearly viewed, but it is secured behind the large expanse of glass when the store is closed.

Door units glide smoothly on our top edge roller system and are securely held in place with a bottom edge guide (sliders) or high strength pivots (end fold). These units may be used with or without a threshold. For added safety and security, Pacer Series entrances feature a hook-bolt lock. Three quarter diameter back to back pull handles are installed and the units are set up for 1/4” or 1” glazing.

Showroom Entrances

REBCO showroom entrances are ideal for automobile dealership applications. They effectively use the REBCO narrow stile door system with custom glazing and hardware to achieve a dramatic yet functional entrance which is large enough to drive cars onto the showroom floor. Complete hardware and standard push/pull are included along with a 5” threshold. The doors are prepped for 1/4” glazing and include one 3’0” or 3’6” door and one 5’0” creating a wide opening.
Rugged FRP Doors

The FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Polyester) Door is ideal for heavy traffic areas. Inside the scratch and stain resistant FRP face sheet is an aluminum subframe and foam core which enable the door to withstand constant abuse and deflect damaging accidental impact and vandalism.

- Ideal for Institutional and Commercial Use
- Energy Efficient
- Strong and Lightweight
- Never requires Painting or Refinishing
- Continuous Hinges – Extra sturdy hinges evenly distribute the door’s weight over its entire length.
- Heavy Duty Structural Components
- Custom Door Sizes Readily Available

Call your REBCO representative for more details.

Optional Colors

A Variety of Options
Other Fine REBCO Products

Whatever your needs, from narrow stile to FRP doors or entrances – hoppers, vents, casement and fixed windows – storefront systems – sheets or panels – angles, bars – channels or stock lengths, REBCO offers the products you need to meet your specifications. REBCO stocks the largest selection of architectural aluminum shapes in the New York Metropolitan area, and serves the glass industry from coast to coast!

Window Systems

Storefront Systems

We carry a complete line of storefront extrusions from pressure wall, seamless mullion and flush glaze systems down to division bars, sash, and bar stock – all available in a variety of finishes. We work with custom color application experts to match existing building trims and are adept at matching logo colors and unusual colorations. But don’t be fooled by the pretty face. Behind each facade is a well constructed enclosure.

Rebco’s in Front!!!